
INTRODUCTION
IDEAS09: Arts at the Digital Edge is an exhibition of artistic and innovative digital 

installations, interactive pieces, web sites, games, digital images, film and video and 

digital objects. The IDEAS gallery coincides with the seventh annual International 

Digital Media and Arts Association (IDMAA) conference, At the Digital Edge:  Digital 

Innovations and Challenges, which was held on the campus of Ball State University in 

Muncie, IN.

Like the conference, IDEAS09 explores the “digital edge,” however, the “edge” in the 

art gallery includes either how digital media is intersecting with other art disciplines or 

the unique forms of digital arts that are contained within its own aesthetic framework.  

The former is a literal edge, or boundary, while the latter represents the edge of 

innovation (novel content, applications, or techniques) within digital arts. The works 

celebrate crossing this line while uncovering challenges, whatever they may be.

IDEAS09 includes art and essays that confidently dance on the edge between art and 

other media, including digital prints combined with traditional processes, such as 

Janet Ballweg’s What Lies Beneath, or acquired media, such as Lori Hepner’s  

@BarackObama, 7:10 PM Apr 30th from web (#1), where typed text from the web is 

used to drive LED lights that are captured on film.  Also on display are innovative 

works that fall within the digital framework and incorporate the unique expression of 

contemporary ideas, such as Gail Rubini’s RiversProject: Delaware, and philosophical 

approaches like I Ching in Jing Zhou’s web edition of the The Interactive “Book of 

Changes.”  On display are new techniques including the high dynamic range (HDR) 

photography used in Andreas Baumgartner’s Place of Topophilia #1 and new uses 

of technology such as the biofeedback used in Tammy Brackett’s (in)formation 

installation. Many other works address these themes directly while others are more 

indirect.  Ultimately, the exhibit embodies the ever-changing artistic digital edge, which 

is defined by flux and driven by the rate of technological change.

Dena Elisabeth Eber, IDEAS09 Curator
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NAME
Beth E. Koch

TITLE
Democratization of Typography

MEDIUM
Digital image

DATE
2009

STATEMENT
“Democratization of Typography” explores loss of identity experienced by the author 

(and other designers) whose training pre-dated computers. It depicts the struggle of 

digital typography to retain its roots in expert knowledge of form, honed type handling 

skills, and precision craftsmanship.
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Designed by Randall Hoytt
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